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Despite technological advances and policy efforts, environmental problems such as climate change, biodiversity loss, competition for energy resources, access to clean water, air pollution, and land degradation, remain fundamental challenges for human societies in the 21st century. To tackle these environmental challenges, an important goal of K-12 science education is to enhance environmental literacy—the ability of students to master scientific knowledge and practices that will prepare them to analyze, interpret, and evaluate critical issues in complex natural and human systems, in order to make responsible and informed decisions about the environment. To contribute to the efforts to promote environmental literacy, the Eurasia Journal of Mathematics, Science and Technology Education, presents this special issue: Enhancing Environmental Literacy in K-12 Science Classrooms. This special issue contains nine articles focusing on teaching and learning of environmental issues.

Five articles focus on teachers’ environmental literacy and their abilities to promote students’ environmental literacy. Two of these articles explore factors that may affect teachers’ knowledge and teaching of environmental issues. Kidman and Casinader notice that, although the teachers’ environmental literacy is the prerequisite for promoting environmental literacy in students, research of teachers’ environmental literacy is sparse. They examined the Australian science curriculum and found that it did not cover major sustainability ideas and critical inquiry-based practices, and therefore fell short in providing guidance for teachers. Lee, Chu, and Martin developed an instrument measuring teachers’ environmental pedagogical content knowledge (ePCK). They examined factors influencing elementary teachers’ ePCK and found that teachers who completed a graduate degree designed to improve ePCK in environmental education tend to have a higher-level of ePCK. The authors of the other three articles in this category investigated how professional development opportunities and teaching methods courses promote teachers’ knowledge and teaching of environmental issues. Breslyn and McGinnis conducted a study on how computational thinking, with an emphasis on complex systems, influences elementary preservice teachers’ knowledge and teaching of climate change. They found that, after appropriate instruction, the preservice teachers were able to explain the relationships among various variables related to climate change, and they were also able to incorporate systems thinking in proposed teaching of sea level rising, a key topic in climate change. Owens, Herman, Orteli, Lanni, and Sadler explored the role of the socio-scientific reasoning in understanding complex environmental issues. They investigated how a professional development course with science and mathematics teachers positively influenced teachers’ socio-scientific reasoning and provided teachers with tools to evaluate their students’ understanding of complex environmental issues. Bloom and Quebec-Fuentes examined the effect of authentic experiential learning on in-service teachers’ knowledge of energy sources and sustainability. They report on positive gains in teachers’ content knowledge and propose ways to transfer those learning gains to classroom teaching.

Four articles focus on students’ environmental literacy. Mittenzwei, Buckermann, Nordine, and Harms provide a systematic literature review on the dynamic relationships between the knowledge of energy and the knowledge of climate change. The review suggests a need for more research to investigate an energy-related learning progression on the topic of climate change. Zhao, Anderson, Scott, Draney, and Kim conducted a cross-cultural study that uses a learning progression approach to compare how U.S. students and Chinese students reason about matter and energy in the carbon cycle. They found that reasoning across scales is a significant challenge for both U.S. students and Chinese students. Moreover, due to the cultural and curricular differences in the two countries, U.S. students and Chinese students tended to hold different ideas about the structure and growth of organisms and Chinese students were less inclined to write about their informal ideas in the assessment. Irish, Berkowitz, & Harris investigated secondary students’ data exploration skills in an ecology project. Based on the study, they constructed a framework that outlines the data exploration processes in the inquiry practice and in the construction of environmental arguments. Smith, Besalti, Nation, Feldman, and Laux report on a game-based intervention that engaged high school students in analyzing scientific data of local places. The results suggested positive learning gains in understanding climate change.
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Articles in this special issue provide insights in important topics related to environmental literacy, including assessing students’ competency in using scientific core ideas and practices to understand and analyze environmental issues, teacher preparation and professional development in environmental science education, and the use of advanced technology in environmental education. Nonetheless, further empirical work is needed. In particular, more research is needed to identify the affordances and challenges of implementing inter-disciplinary curricula that promote environmental literacy. Although technology has been used in science education, more work is required to identify how specific practices in tandem with technology use support environmental literacy. More cross-cultural studies are needed to flesh out how the cultural and curricular similarities and differences affect student learning of environmental issues. We hope this special issue will facilitate the conversation about environmental literacy and inspire researchers to conduct further research to promote teaching and learning of environmental issues in K-12 science classrooms.
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